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  – « Une étude stylostatistique de 
Sterne: méthodologie » (1992) 

 
– Colloque RAO: Représentations            

[Mars 2000] 

– Colloque RAO: L'analyse des données 
[Janvier 2004] 

– Colloque RAO: SINGULIER/PLURIEL 
[Décembre 2007] 

– ISECS 2007 ‘Digital Enlightenment’ 

– Colloque RAO: Bases de données et 
espaces informationnels [janvier 2010] 

– ISECS 2011 ‘Digital Enlightenment’ 

– Colloque 'configuration(s)' RAO/CREA    
[Mai 2012] 

 

 
 
 
Electronic Management  
of Documents  
and New Technologies  
in Human Sciences.  
Presses de l'Université  
de Paris Sorbonne, 1995.  
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• (1990/95) Une étude stylostatistique de Sterne : méthodologie.  
 

• (1997) On peut compter sur Moll [Flanders] avec Françoise Deconinck-Brossard.   
 

• (2000) Les livres de Sterne : suites et fins.  
 

• (2001) De la contradiction chez quelques romanciers du XVIIIe siècle : une approche  
      stylostatistique 
 

• (2001) Gulliver et la machine à compter : une étude de spécificités.   HYPERBASE 
 

• (2004) Les mots de Haywood  
  

• (2005) De la lexicométrie à la stylostatistique? Sterne et Swift : textes croisés.  
     Avec Françoise Deconinck-Brossard   
 

• (2006) Tristram Shandy à mots comptés.   
 

• (2007) Espace et passion dans Pride and Prejudice de Jane Austen. 
 

• (2010) Du vocabulaire spécifique à l’analyse stylistique : l’exemple de Roderick Random.  
 Journées d’Analyse statistique des Données Textuelles (JADT)  CORPORA 

 

• (2010) Changing Taste in the Use of Touch: from Haywood to Burney 
 

• (2012) Body Words from Haywood to Jacson   
 

• (2013) Evelina, Lydia, Isabella : quoi de neuf dans le (nouveau) roman anglais féminin à la lumière 
      d’une analyse de corpus 
 

• (2014) Chawton ‘Novels Online’ and Corpus Stylistics 
 

• (2014) Space & Emotions: The Use of Toponyms in Pride and Prejudice, Georgian Cities 
 

 

 Fiction britannique 1719-1830s & ATAO 



« Une galaxie de signifiants » (S/Z)  
 

• « Interpréter un texte, 
ce n’est pas lui donner 
un sens (plus ou 
moins fondé, plus ou 
moins libre), c’est au 
contraire apprécier de 
quel pluriel il est fait.» 

 

• « Les réseaux sont 
multiples et jouent 
entre eux, sans 
qu’aucun puisse 
coiffer les autres » 

 



George P. Landow 

• The Victorian Web […] 
presents its images and 
documents, including entire 
books, as nodes in a network 
of complex connections. In 
other words, it emphasizes the 
link rather than the search tool 
(though it has one) and 
presents information linked to 
other information rather than 
atomized and isolated 
 

(“The Victorian Web, 1987-2012 — Why is it 
unique? Interesting?” 

<http://www.victorianweb.org/misc/ 
vwintro.html>. 15/11/14. 

 

• Hypertext 3.0: Critical Theory 
and New Media in an Era of 
Globalization (Parallax: Re-
visions of Culture and Society) 

2008 – 1997 - 1992  
 



Attirance 

♀  

 

• Jane 

• Elizabeth 

• Mary 

• Kitty 

• Lydia 

• Charlotte 

♂  

 

• Bingley 

• Darcy 

• Collins 

• Wickham 

• Fitzwilliam 

 



Mariage 

♀  

 

• Jane 

• Elizabeth 

• Mary 

• Kitty 

• Lydia 

• Charlotte 

♂  

 

• Bingley 

• Darcy 

• Collins 

• Wickham 

• Fitzwilliam 
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Maps of England and Wales 
The British Atlas; comprising a 
complete set of county maps, 
of England and Wales  
London: Printed for Vernor, 
Hood, and Sharpe; [and 9 
others], 1810 Box Collection; 
by permission of the Warden 
and Fellows of Winchester 
College.  

 

•   





  

•   





Combinatoire 

♀  

 

• Jane 
• Elizabeth 
• Mary 
• Kitty 
• Lydia 
• Charlotte 

♂  
 

• Bingley 
• Darcy 
• Collins 
• Wickham 
• Fitzwilliam 

 

• London 
• Longbourn 
• Meryton 
• Netherfield Park 
• Newcastle 
• Pemberley 
• Rosings 
 



 David Neumeyer, The Contredanse, Classical Finales, and Caplin’s Formal Functions 
Illustration 2.  Pride & Prejudice (2005), “Meryton Townhall,” dancing to the “Tythe Pig” 

http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.06.12.4/neumeyer_ill2.html  

http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.06.12.4/neumeyer_ill2.html
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.06.12.4/neumeyer_ill2.html


 
 
 
 
The Assembly Ball 











WOMEN2013 corpus – Concordance of “capital” 
96 occurrences: major city 42 – wealth 11 – architecture 1 – adjective 42 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GRAPH 5a (Hyperbase): Distribution of the word ‘capital’ in the WOMEN2013 Corpus 



Corpus textuels 

Les données  

   ne sont  

     jamais  

       données 

 

        © fadeco  



  

    

"he had emptyed the 
whole Vocabulary into 
his Frame, and made 
the strictest 
Computation of the 
general Proportion 
there is in Books 
between the Numbers 
of Particles, Nouns, 
and Verbs, and other 
Parts of Speech."  

 

Gulliver’s Travels III.5 
(1726) 

La machine à écrire 

 

 



  



Etienne BRUNET 

   "On a compté trois 
millions de mots 
chez Zola. Et 
alors?",  

 Computers in Literary and 
Linguistic Computing, 
Champion-Slatkine, 1985, 
pp.63- 91.  

 

 

 

 

Hyperbase 
1989-2012  
 





  ‘what corpus stylistics can do beyond the 
obvious provision of quantitative data, is help 
with the analysis of an individual text by 
providing various options for the comparison of 
one text with groups of other texts to identify 
tendencies, intertextual relationships, or 
reflections of social and cultural contexts’. 

Michaela Mahlberg 

‘Corpus Stylistics: Bridging the Gap between Linguistic and 
Literary Studies’, in Text, Discourse and Corpora: Theory and 

Analysis, by Michael Hoey, Michaela Mahlberg, Michael 
Stubbs, Wolfgang Teubert (London: Continuum, 2007), 

p.221.  





Chawton Novels on line 

• 54 texts 
• 34 ‘domestic dramas where heroines blush, swoon, or 

face unbearable social ostracism because of minor 
breaches of decorum’  

The English Novel 1770-1829, 
Peter Garside, James Raven  
and Rainer Schöwerling eds  
(Oxford: OUP, 2000), I p. 28 

 

CHAWTN34:  3.9 million words 

    38% pre 1800, 62% post1800 



  • CHAWTN34  W42 

 
• Haywood, Burney, Edgeworth, Austen, Ferrier 

 

 

W42:  5.8 million words 

   41% pre 1800, 51% post1800 

CHAWTN34: 3.9 million words 

   38% pre 1800, 62% post1800 
 



  • CHAWTN34  W42 
     1769-1830 1752-1834 

 

 

• CTROL34 : 5.4 million words 
–  1748-1834 

– 41% pre1800 

– 44% male  
– Clive Probyn’s English Fiction of the 18th Century, 1700-1789 and Gary Kelly’s 

English Fiction of the Romantic Period 1789-1830 (Longman 1987, 1990) 

– http://www.gutenberg.org/  

 

 
 
CTROL34               W42 
 
 
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alg%C3%A
8bre_des_parties_d%27un_ensemble#
mediaviewer/File:Set_subsetAofB.svg 

CHAWTN34 

W42 

http://www.gutenberg.org/
http://www.gutenberg.org/
http://www.gutenberg.org/


  









CTROL34 

W42 
 



Lexical connection on types in CHAWTN34 (Hyperbase) 
Minerva texts in black 

 



Lexical connection on tokens in CHAWTN34 (Hyperbase)   
Minerva texts in black 

 



Lexical connection on types in W42 (Hyperbase)  
Canonical novels in black, Minerva novels in blue,  

non-Minerva Chawton novels in red   
 



Lexical connection on tokens in W42 (Hyperbase) 
Canonical novels in black, Minerva novels in blue,  

non-Minerva Chawton novels in red   
 



Rachel, Jane Hunter (1817):  
A ‘highly original’ tale told in unoriginal terms  

 

• Rachel, A Tale, Jane Hunter, 1817 



  

The eldest was a middle-aged woman, in whose face 
might be read marks of a strong understanding, mixed 
with great reserve […]. The second, though indeed the 
first that attracted the notice of our visitor, was much 
younger: to a tall genteel figure, she added a remarkably 
interesting countenance; and as Tomkins gazed on the 
pensive expression of her eyes, he thought he had at last 
found the wife he had so long been seeking. The third, 
and last of the party, appeared as if intended for a foil to 
her companion: she was tall, stout, and awkward in her 
appearance; while her face, devoid of all pretensions to 
beauty, expressed nothing to excite either interest or 
admiration.  (p.4)  

 



  
• The eldest was a middle-aged woman, in whose face might be 

read marks of a strong understanding, mixed with great 
reserve […]. The second, though indeed the first that 
attracted the notice of our visitor, was much younger: to a tall 
genteel figure, she added a remarkably interesting 
countenance; and as Tomkins gazed on the pensive expression 
of her eyes, he thought he had at last found the wife he had 
so long been seeking. The third, and last of the party, 
appeared as if intended for a foil to her companion: she was 
tall, stout, and awkward in her appearance; while her face, 
devoid of all pretensions to beauty, expressed nothing to 
excite either interest or admiration. (p.6)  

• One is very proud […], another very pretty, and the third 
most incorrigibly stupid. (p.6)  

• ’Alas, poor Rachel!’ cried Mr. Simpson, laughing. (p.7)  

 



  

Mrs. Macfarlane had seated Sir Philip next herself 
on a sofa; and it was easy to see that he needed to 
take but very little pains to obtain the best graces of 
his captivating hostess. The women of the party 
were not attractive. Some old maids and dowagers 
served as foils to Mrs. Macfarlane; who, though her 
countenance was not engaging, had fine eyes, and a 
very clear and animated complexion.    

Mrs Martin, The Enchantress; or, Where Shall I Find 
Her? A Tale (Lane, 1801). p9 

 

http://www.chawtonhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/The-Enchantress-or-Where-Shall-I.pdf
http://www.chawtonhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/The-Enchantress-or-Where-Shall-I.pdf
http://www.chawtonhouse.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/The-Enchantress-or-Where-Shall-I.pdf


Distribution of INTELLIGENCE as a lexical field in W42 (Hyperbase) 
 





  

‘I hate sensibility in all its moods and tenses, as my cousin would say,’ 
said Rachel, stooping to remove a snail which was crawling across the 
path. 
‘Surely the words are not suited to the deed,’ thought Tomkins, as he 
regarded her with a degree of complacency he had never before felt 
towards her.  
Miss Jenkins, who had not been very much pleased with his last 
observation, and willing to say any thing rather than remain silent, 
since it might lead him to suppose he had mortified her, exclaimed, 
‘Bless me, Miss Porter, how can you endure to touch such vermin! I 
declare the sight of such reptiles always makes me shudder.’ 
‘And does sensibility teach you to crush them to death with your 
foot, rather than save their lives by touching them with your finger?’ 
asked Rachel.  (p.35) 

 



  

• Rachel  : 0.6% of W42 

 

• Apron (6  19% of 32 occurrences in W42) 

 

• Love  (3 vs 24 expected - ) 



  • It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a 
single man in possession of a good fortune, must be 
in want of a wife. 
 

• However little known the feelings or views of such 
a man may be on his first entering a 
neighbourhood, this truth is so well fixed in the 
minds of the surrounding families, that he is 
considered as the rightful property of some one or 
other of their daughters.   

• ( P &P, Ch1) 
 



Funnel  & Fan 

 
 
http://www.canstockphoto.fr/ 
clipart-vecteur/entonnoir.html 
 
 

http://www.18thc-cities.paris-sorbonne.fr/ 

http://www.canstockphoto.fr/
http://www.canstockphoto.fr/


Lecture multi-focale 
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